There should be separate MIME icons for files, different from the application ones

Both the LibreOffice applications and the files they open share the same icons. This is damaging for the brand; see e.g. https://apple.stackexchange.com/questions/338849/libreoffice-doesnt-have-an-icon

https://t.me/LibreOfficeDesign/22166

History

#1 - 2020-04-30 11:53 - Heiko Tietze
Discussions on the Telegram channel and some proposals at https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=132398

#2 - 2020-05-02 16:06 - V Stuart Foote
Heiko, we closed tdf#122514 because we were dropping the Tango themed icons. One of the main issues there was that the original Tango themed artwork used for branding had a non-transparent gradient background with Tango's design specs. So if as in tdf#132398 we keep that artwork--we still need something done with transparency in the icons. One of the other themes? Maybe Paulo José's riff on Christoph Noaks' Tango designs -- https://wiki.documentfoundation.org/User:Paulojose#Mime_Type_Icons_Redesign_Proposal_.402015.2C_nov_6 as Rizal had suggested? With something done for transparency, and use on light or dark themed os/DE, including HC mode support.